Past Educational Events 2009

Conceptual Learning in Biochemistry
New Orleans, USA
22 April 2009

jointly sponsored with ASBMB and the Australian Learning and Teaching Council

Contact:
Prof. Trevor Anderson
School of Biochemistry, Genetics, Microbiology & Plant Pathology
University of KwaZulu-Natal (Pietermaritzburg)
P/Bag X01
Scottsville 3209
South Africa
Phone: +27-33-260-5464/29
Fax: +27-33-260 6127
e-mail: anderson[at]ukzn.ac[dot]za

Student Centered Learning in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology: a workshop
Marrakesh, Morocco
25 April 2009

Contact:
Prof. Khalid Fares
Cadi Ayyad University
Faculty of Sciences Semlalia
Unit of Biochemistry and Biotechnology of Plants
PBox 2390
Marrakesh
Morocco
Tel: +212 61 23 22 85
Fax: +212 24 43 74 12
e-mail: fareskhalid[at]hotmail[dot]com

Teaching Ethics in Biochemistry Courses
Prague, Czech Republic
4 – 9 July 2009

held within the 34th FEBS Congress

Contact:
Prof. Gul Guner
Dokuz Eylul University- Graduate School of Health Sciences,
Department of Biochemistry, School of Medicine
Izmir, Turkey
Phone: + 90 232 412 26 00
Fax: + 90 232 277 65 84
e-mail: gul.guner[at]deu.edu[dot]tr

Workshop: Student Centered Learning in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Tehran, Iran
11 – 14 July 2009

Contact:
Prof. Ali Akbar Saboury
Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics (IBB)
University of Tehran
Tehran, Iran
P. O. Box: 13145-1384
Phone+ 98 21 66956984
Fax + 98 21 66404680
e-mail: saboury[at]ut.ac[dot]ir
**Education and History for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology**

Shanghai, China  
2 – 7 August 2009  
*held within the 21st IUBMB International Congress and 12th FAOBMB Congress of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology*

**Contact:**  
Dr. Zengyi Chang  
School of Life Sciences, Peking University,  
Beijing, China  
Phone: +86-10-6275-8822  
Fax: +86-10-6275-1526  
e-mail: changzy[at]pku.edu[dot]cn

---

**Biochemistry Education Symposium**

Termas de Chillan, Chile  
22 - 25 September 2009  
*held within the XXXII Annual Reunion of Chilean Biochemistry Society*

**Contact:**  
Dr. Jose Martinez Oyandel  
Departamento de Bioquimica y Biologia Molecular  
Facultad de Ciencias Biologicas  
Universidad de Concepcion  
Phone: +56 41 220 3812  
Fax: +56 41 223 9387  
e-mail: jmartine[at]udec[dot]cl

---

**Education on Molecular Biosciences**

Havana, Cuba  
12 – 16 October 2009  
*held within the IV International Symposium on Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, hosted by the Cuban Section of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology*

**Contact:**  
Dr. Carlos Alvarez Valcárcel  
Center for Protein Studies (CEP), Biology Faculty  
University of Havana  
Calle 25 # 455 e/ J e I. Vedado  
Ciudad Habana, Cuba  
Phone: +53 7 8324830  
Fax: +53 7 8321321  
e-mail: ccalvarez[at]bio.uh[dot]cu